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NSW Lockdown Continues
NSW again extends the lockdown by another
4 weeks at least! Hence the closure of our
F2F venues, East Lindfield and North Ryde
RSL, will continue. We played a total of 1942
Tables on RealBridge in July. NSBC has
expanded RealBridge regular playing
sessions. We are also running
• Club Teams Championship on Thursday
nights.
• Online Winter Congress (Open &
Restricted Events) on 7/8 August
• Online Teams Congress on 22/Aug.

Links to other Newsletters
NSWBA's eCongress Newsletter
ABF’s

ABF Newsletter

Our Club Session Results
These are updated regularly on our website.
• Pianola
• RB results
• July Monthly winners list
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Open Challenge Hand 2 (Bid and Play)
Matchpoints
All non Vul
East will make a weak
2♥ jump.
Assuming you can bid
to the par 6♠ contract
West leads ♥2 What is
your best line to make
6♠?

Editors Comments
This Newsletter (start of month) will include more on
Open Bridge player articles, whilst the Mid-Month
Update will include on more upcoming player bridge
articles.

Open Challenge Hand 1 (Bid and Play)
Matchpoints
Uncontested Auction
Assuming you can bid to the
par 4♠ contract
West leads ♦Q which East
wins with the ♦A, then returns
the ♦7.

Open Challenge Hand 3 (Bid and Play)
Matchpoints
NS Vul
EW do not contest your
auction.
Assuming you reach the 4♠
game, West leads ♦Q.
What is your plan to
make this contract?

What is your best line to
make 4♠?
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Update from
the President
Mobile 0418 427 458

David Fryda
Dear Members,
When I wrote to you in June, I had no idea that
a month later we would still be looking at faceto-face bridge being unavailable. I fear that
when I sit down to write my next article, we may
still be looking at an uncertain timing for the end
of lockdown, but I will try not to think those
negative thoughts.
On the plus side we are all so fortunate to have
such a strong online presence at NSBC and an
amazing team of managers, directors, teachers,
and support staff with such great skills. It
means that we have seamlessly (well almost)
transitioned our bridge games to be one
hundred percent online for the moment.
It wasn’t that long ago we were considering the
move from BBO to RealBridge and personally I
must say I think it makes the playing
experience so much better in these lockdown
days to be able to see and hear you all as we
play. I know from my chats that most of you
feel the same way.
I want to give a big shout out to Gary and Liam
as well. We are so lucky to have them both
managing our club for us. They are expertly
and enthusiastically steering us through the
highs and lows of playing bridge during a
pandemic. This is evidenced by the number of
players we are attracting from other clubs
around the country to both our regular sessions
and congress events. It is great to see we have
had record numbers of players across more
sessions than we have ever offered. We are
now not only Australia’s largest bridge club by
members we clearly have the highest number
of players playing online!
It would be remiss of me not to mention the
teaching team as well. I know that those
amongst us who are relatively early in their
bridge playing career are thankful of being able
to continue to develop their skills. And the
groups who took Emma’s beginners classes
earlier this year have also been able to
continue during lockdown with online lessons
and supervised play!

Club News
The current lockdown, caused by the Delta
variant, has created another set of inputs for
the club to consider. Your committee agreed at
its most recent meeting to consider:
- The viability of the North Ryde venue
- A policy with regard to vaccinations
- How much playing space we would
require at the Chatswood premises?
- The club’s medium to long term strategy
given the significant changes imposed
by COVID
These matters are all in addition to several
others that are a work-in-progress!
I encourage all members with views on the
above topics to feel free to reach out to Liam,
Gary, or me or to any of the committee
members for that matter.
Finally, I provided you all with an update last
month on the property situation. Unfortunately,
not much has happened in the past month as
the lockdown has slowed our progress. I am
waiting on the Owner’s Corporation for the
building in Thomas Street to complete their
actions, once that is done, we will submit to
Council.
Happy bridging!
David

NSBC Online
Operations
Manager
Mobile 0413 884805
garybarwick@outlook.com

Gary Barwick
Record Numbers Again! So many of you
are escaping the lockdown and isolation blues
by playing on RealBridge and our session sizes
are exploding. Weekends and mornings have
become immensely popular, (42 Tables in an
open July session!) so to provide you with
even more opportunities to play, 12 new
sessions were introduced. Some have been
withdrawn due to lack of interest. Please visit
our RealBridge Sessions page on the NSBC
website to see the new RB session times.
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RealBridge Weekly Schedule

Club News
Information about all Thursday night events can
be found on our new Thursday Night Events
web page on the website.
Major Daytime Competitions
Information about all daytime competition
events can be found on our new Daytime and
Congress Events page on the website.
The Stratified Pairs has been postponed
because of the extended lockdown.
The RB Open Pairs Championship will be
played on Wednesdays from 11th Aug in the
1:30 Open Sessions for 3 weeks. No formal
entry, but with cash prizes and the winner gets
the option of representing NSBC in the “State
Open Pairs” final at the NSWBA in November.

Require a Partner?

General and Technical Help Please contact
Gary Barwick on 0413 884 805 if you have
technical issues or would like to know more about
RealBridge and how it works. If it is your first time
playing on RealBridge or you are trying to fix an
existing issue, please call Gary earlier in the day
and not 5 minutes before the session starts as
I have more time to help you then
.
Major Competitions on Thursday Nights
Club Teams Championships is underway,
and no new entries are allowed.
Starting in late August we have the Club BAM
(Board a Match) Teams

If you are looking for someone to play with on
normal RealBridge sessions, please login to the
session about 30 minutes before start and type
into the chat window “Director I would like a
partner today, please” and wait in the lobby.
The director will do their best to find you a
partner. There is rarely a time we cannot
accommodate those looking for a game.
Visitors and Guests are Welcome
Visitors and guests are very welcome,
members can pay for a guest via their PP
system just let the director know at the start
of the session, that you will accept charge
on your PP account for your guest. Guests
and visitors can also pay directly online see
Visitor Payments below.
Technical Help – Browsers iPad/Wi-Fi
users
It appears a part of the RealBridge system that
supports iPads had crashed on 12/7 and left
players with no video or microphone.
RealBridge apologises for this issue and has
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fixed the server and made it more resilient in
future.
iPad users please use the Safari browser for
the time being.
PC/Mac users please use Google Chrome or
Microsoft Edge as these are still the best
performing of the browsers.
WIFI signal strength is the biggest issue I deal
with. Please make sure you are not too far
away from your WIFI modem when playing on
RealBridge. While you might have a great
Internet connection, however it can be
compromised by weak WIFI signal within your
home. If you do suffer from freezes or dropouts
move closer to the modem first.

NSBC Face-to-Face
Club Manager

Club News
usual six-match format. Click here for more
info and to enter.
Restricted Online Winter Congress
As well as the Open events, we are committed
to providing our Restricted and Rookie players
with plenty of congress opportunities. On
Saturday 7th August, we have our Restricted
Matchpoint Pairs, while on Sunday 8th August
there is our Restricted Swiss Pairs. You do not
need previous congress experience and
both of these events are suitable for
Rookies! You can see more information
about these Restricted/Novice events by
clicking this link.
EL Online Teams Congress
The NSBC East Lindfield Swiss Teams
congress was scheduled for 22 August. Based
on recent COVID-19 developments, have made
the decision to move this event online to our
RealBridge platform. Enter online through the
NSWBA website.

Mobile 0478 626 393

manager@bridgeclub.com.au
Liam Milne
Hi everyone,
With face-to-face bridge on hold, my job
description has changed a bit, but there is still
plenty of work to do and I am keeping busy
from home.
One thing that I have been working on is a new
event that many of you will have seen
mentioned or promoted: our upcoming Online
Winter Congress. This event has been
organised at relatively short notice in response
to the ongoing lack of face-to-face
competitions, but we have a top-notch team
running this event. Matthew McManus is our
chief tournament director and scorer, we have
Ronnie Ng as a second tournament director
and the convenors are Gary Barwick and
myself.
Dates: 7-8 August
Venue: RealBridge
Table fees: $25 per player each day
For our two Open events, Saturday has the
Open Teams Stage 1. This is a six-round Swiss
event which can be played as a one-day
congress but also qualifies the top six teams to
the Teams Final on Sunday. Also on Sunday,
we are offering an Open Swiss Pairs in the

I trust you are enjoying your bridge online and I
hope to see you at our upcoming online
congresses.
Liam Milne
0478 626 393

Call for interest – NSBC Welfare
Officer
North Shore Bridge Club is reviving the role of
our Welfare Officers. This volunteer position will
help our club to stay in touch with and keep an
eye out for members who have fallen ill, been
hospitalised, or suffered bereavement. Would
you be able to help?
If you have the gentle touch required to help us
out, or if you know someone who might be
interested, please get in touch with Elana Kohn
at elana@eventity.com.au.
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NSBC Club Administration
New NSBC Memberships Please contact
Margaret Owen on 0410 657 048 for
membership enquiries. The NSBC has created
two new NSBC memberships.
•

•

A $40 membership for Sydney based
bridge players covering NSBC
membership till 31 December 2021

Club News
NSBC
Tournament
Chairman
Mobile 0437 274 343

John McIIrath
The Club 2021 Tournament Programme

For remote & interstate visitors, a new
$20 online-only membership has been
introduced again covering membership
till 31 December 2021.

NSBC membership allows you to create and
manage your own PP credit account, to enable
easy “play & pay” in all our sessions.
Snapshot NSBC Memberships Statistics

The table below shows the adjusted club major
events program following the VCC cancellation
over the run up to Christmas. This program is
subject to change with the Covid lockdowns.

Online PP credit Top-ups You can pay for
topping up your credit PP Account via our
Online Payments page. (Please make sure
you are always in credit; this saves Margaret a
lot of work).
Offline PP credit Top-ups. Please contact
Margaret Owen on 0410 657 048 for topping up
your PP (Prepayments) credit by phone.
Visitor Payments They can pay for one off
events on our Online Payments page (the $
sign on our homepage). Or over the phone with
Margaret.
Face to face bridge will return soon, but for now
sit back in the comfort of your homes, dress
nicely, grab a coffee, turn your cameras and
microphones on and bring the atmosphere of
playing bridge at the club into your home.

The Club 2022 Tournament Programme
Very difficult with the current COVID mess, but
starting early planning:
• RB retained as major platform
• CH Chatswood F2F hopefully opened
• EL East Lindfield F2F venue
• NR North Ryde unsure?
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Club News

The Club Championship Race

Club Open Matchpoint Pairs Results

The Club Matchpoint Pairs Championship
was completed, and CC points allocated.
Current leader board with only 7 out 21 events
remaining to be played. Wayne Zhu seems to
have the 2021 race stitched up!

A field of 58 pairs played in the Open Matchpoint
Pairs championships on Thursday nights in July.
The winners were Dennis Wan with visitor
Henry Chu (from the Pennant Hills club). They
managed a big 68% score on the final night of
the event to snatch victory. Well done!

The 2021 Club
Champion leader
currently is Wayne Zhu
Honour Board CC Winners

Club Sponsors:

Dennis Wan

Henry Chu

Wayne Zhu

Simon Zhang

Helene Pitt

Ruth Tobin
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Club News

Club Session Results:
Open –July Monthly Winner
•

July Monthly Full Winners List

July Open Winners

Note): Process is to count Masterpoint accumulation
awards in Open sessions during the month.

john

Judy

Peter

Peter

Kevin

Sally
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Our Newer Player Team

Kay

Liz

Sue

Jenny

Sandra

Ann

For Our Newer Players
Aug Congress Opportunities

June

•
•
•
•
•

Sat 7th NSBC RB Restricted Matchpoint Pairs
Sun 8th NSBC RB Restricted Swiss Pairs
Sat 21st CCBC Restricted Swiss Pairs
Sun 22nd CCBC Restricted Teams
Sun 22nd NSBC RB Teams (Restricted Prize)

Allan

Supervised Sessions (on RealBridge):
•
•
•
•

Mondays at 7pm
Tuesdays at 10:30am
Thursdays at 2pm
Saturdays at 10:30am (New)

July Supervised Results can be found on
July Monthly Full Winners List

Rookie Sessions (on RealBridge):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mondays at 2pm
Tuesdays at 10:30am, 2pm and 7pm
Wednesdays at 10:30am and 2pm
Thursdays at 10:30am
Fridays at 10:30am
Saturdays at 10:30am
Sundays at 10:30am and 2pm

Restricted Sessions (on RealBridge):
•
•
•
•

Mondays at 10am
Thursdays at 1:30pm
Fridays at 1:30pm
Saturdays at 1:30pm

New playing sessions are being added all the
time, so for the latest, check the website or follow
the link to the weekly RB schedule page:

Restricted Prizes in our Teams Congress
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This article was based
on a Bridge feed article
“Attack with the
Jack” by Pat
Harrington.
Link to full article

For Our Newer Players
Once you realize that partner cannot have the ♠Q,
you step up with your ♠K, hoping that partner also
has the ace. When that holds, return a spade, and
the defenders can cash four spade tricks plus the ♥A
to defeat 3NT.

–

You are East. South opens 1NT and is raised to 3NT
by North. Partner leads the ♠J.
Assume your opening leads are standard. (You
should be aware that there are other options –
options that your opponents may choose) What is
your plan for defending the 3NT?

What is your play to trick one? Believe it or not, you
are about to make your poor hand look even worse!
On partner’s lead of an honour, third hand
sometimes signals to encourage or discourage that
lead. We encourage with an equal honour. Is your
♠K an equal to partner’s jack?
The ♠J lead shows the ♠T and possibly another high
card, which could be the ♠9 or the ♠A, but it cannot
be the ♠Q because we lead the top of touching
honours. The lead of the ♠J denies the ♠Q. If you
follow with the ♠7 to signal encouragement, declarer
will win the ♠Q at trick one. Declarer may or may not
deserve to win that queen. The full deal:

First, a note on leading top of an internal
sequence, a lead that you may not yet have
met. When you hold three honours with the
lower two touching (including at least the ‘10’),
you should lead the higher of the touching
cards. Let’s see an example.

Here is another deal to show why the jack can be a
deadly lead.

South is again declarer in 3NT. This time the ♠J
opening lead does not find partner with the king or
the queen, but the jack still works better than the
fourth best ♠6, which would
have been won by declarer’s ♠9, giving declarer two
sure spade stoppers.
Leading the ♠J forces declarer to win with an honour
and makes declarers’ holding vulnerable to attack by
East. Holding up does not help declarer as long as
West persists with another low spade, but that is a
story for another article.
When holding three high cards in the suit you
choose to lead, leading the top of a pair of touching
high cards often avoids giving declarer an
undeserved trick.
How does East play to the first trick? With no card
that can possibly win the trick and no card equal to
the card led by partner, East sends a warning with a
discouraging attitude signal – the ♠2. If West gains
the lead first, it would be unsafe to lead another
spade.
Luckily for the defence, East gets in with the ♣A. As
long as East does not assume that the ♠J is the
highest card in West’s suit, he will return a spade
and trap declarer’s remaining honour to defeat 3NT.
The next time your partner attacks with a jack, stop
and consider what holding partner could be leading
from before you follow to the opening lead.
Sometimes you signal. Sometimes you play thirdhand high with two honours going on the same trick.
Your play at trick one could make all the difference.

If you play anything but the ♠K, declarer will grab the
♠Q and run eight tricks in the minors to make 3NT.
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This article was based
on a Bridge feed article
“Rule of 11” by

For Our Newer Players
A defender can also use the Rule of 11. Say
that partner leads the ♦7 in this situation:

Larry Cohen.
Link to full article

Rule of 11
The Rule of 11 is used for declarer play (or
defence play) at trick one. It assumes that the
opening lead was “4th-best.”
It is usually used at notrump, when the lead is
assumed to be the 4th-highest card in the suit.
By subtracting from 11, the declarer can tell how
many cards higher than the card led are in the
other three hands. For example

When West leads the ♥5, Declarer (South) does
the following calculation:

Declarer plays low from dummy. What should
East do? Assuming 4th-best, East uses the Rule
of 11 to get
11-7=4.
East knows there are 4 cards higher than the
card led by partner, in the North, East and South
hands. East can see all 4 of them (A,K,J,9). He
knows that South has no card higher than the
♦7, and accordingly lets the ♦7 win the first trick
so that West can continue the suit.
The Rule of 11 is reliable and easy to
remember. Frankly, though, it doesn’t come up
very often. It is worth knowing, but don’t expect
to use it more than once every dozen sessions
you play.

11-5 = 6
So, there are 6 cards higher than the ♥5 in the
three other hands (North, East, and South).
South can see 5 of those 6 cards (the
A,J,9,7,6). So, he knows that East has only one
card higher than the 5. He can then also use
bridge logic. He can assume that with ♥KQT,
West would have led the king. So, probably
East’s one card above the 5 is one of the ♥K or
♥Q or ♥T.
Declarer (South) will probably play the ♥9 (or
♥7) from dummy, in the hopes that East’s high
card is the ♥K or ♥Q (twice as likely as the ♥T).
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Lessons for new Bridge Players
Unfortunately, due to the extended lockdown,
the 6-week “Introduction to Bridge” course for
new players has had to be delayed again. The
start date is now September 13th. The morning
session remains at East Lindfield on Mondays,
while the evening session will also be on
Mondays, but at North Ryde. If you know
anyone who would like to learn to play, please
could you encourage them to contact Kay
Moyes on moyes_kay@hotmail.com. A personal
referral has always been our best source of new
students.”

July Monthly Restricted Winners:
•

For Our Newer Players
July Monthly Rookie Winners:
Rookie (<100 MPs):
• July Monthly Full Winners List

Note): Process is to count Masterpoint accumulation
awards in Open sessions during the month.

July Monthly Full Winners List

Sharon

Christine

Tien

Charlie

Sue

Marina

Restricted (<300 MPs)
Note): Process is to count Masterpoint accumulation
awards in Open sessions during the month.

Owen

Peter

Felix

Russell

Sharon

David
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Lessons

For Our Newer Players
Anita – Intermediate

Liz
Jessica
Emma
Anita
In 2021, our teachers are Liz Wilkinson, Jessica Brake,
Anita Curtis, and Emma Barnes.

Emma - Introduction to Bridge
Have any of your friends or family been curious
about your Bridge? Satisfy their curiosity and get
them into the wonderful game that is bridge, with
lessons now starting 13th September at both EL
and NR Venues – Covid willing. Contact Kay
Moyes, on moyes_kay@hotmail.com

Link to Anita’s Full Intermediate Schedule

Anita – Develop Your Skills

Jessica – Build on Basics

Link to Anita’s Full Develop Your Skills schedule
Link to Jessica’s Full Build on the Basics schedule
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Defence in Detail

Liam Milne

Accurate Defence is the
hardest part of our game. A
series of artiicles written for
the Gold Coast Newsletter by
our F2F Manager.

When all looks well, it is time to check your
sums. Sitting East and playing match points,
you pick up the following hand:
♠ 653 ♥ Q43 ♦ K93 ♣ A1076

Our Game of Bridge
declarer is down to two spades and three
diamonds at this point.
Having worked this all out, it is easy to see
that there is no pressing need to do
anything on a double dummy basis.
Partner can simply play a third club and
declarer will be forced to play the
diamonds himself. No problem, right?
The full deal:

You hear the following auction utilising 2-way
checkback:

Your partner leads a low spade ♠4 and an
unusual dummy comes down:

T1 Declarer wins the ♠A on the dummy.
T2 He continues with a low club ♣2 to his
♣K.
T3,4 He cashes ♠KQ drawing all the
trumps.
T5 He continues with the ♥J around to your
♥Q. What now?
T6 Seeing no need to play a club, you return
a heart ♥4 to declarer’s ♥T, ♥K and ♥A.
T7 Declarer plays a ♥8 to his ♥9 (partner
following up the line to show that he
originally held an even number of hearts).
T8 Now comes a low club ♣3 to partner’s ♣J.
How should you defend?
Declarer is marked with five spades and
three hearts. With ♣KQx, declarer would
have led a second round of clubs
towards his hand rather than playing on
hearts, so partner holds ♣QJx and

The hand looks a little different to your
partner after you leave him on lead. Unsure
about declarer’s distribution in the minors,
partner is worried about playing a third club in
case clubs are 4333 around the table and the
thirteenth club provides declarer with a
diamond discard.
When partner eventually produces a low
diamond, a cheerful declarer runs this around
towards his ten to make his overtrick for +170
and a VERY good score. Nevertheless, if you
weren’t awake, it was you taking the blame
for this sad outcome. All that was required
was for you to overtake partner’s jack of
clubs with the ace and return a low club,
thereby destroying any chance of a
misdefence.
Point to remember:
When you can see the winning line, take
charge of the defence. Leave partner to
guess enough times and they will eventually
guess wrong.
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Eddie Kantar

This article was based
on a Kantar ‘Take
your chances”
series article in the
ACBL “Bridge Feed”
website. Link to article

Challenge hand 1 - Solution

The Bidding
After you (south) open 1♠, your partner
makes a Bergen limit raise 3♦ (showing
exactly 4 card spade support and 9-11hcp),
this sequence lands you in 4♠.
South=6 loser, North= 8 loser LTC=2414=10 Tricks
West gets the defence underway with a ♦Q
opening lead.
Preliminary Analysis
Probably a standard contract duplicated
around the room.
Top Winners: 6x♠+3x♣=9 tricks, 1 trick short
Top losers: ♥A, ♦A, 2x deep ♥
Strategies for 10 Tricks
• The clubs could be 33, then an extra club
• The ♥A onside, then an extra heart
• Draw trumps, Strip diamonds & endplay
East to lead hearts or Ruff / Discard.
T1
T2

Our Game of Bridge
T3-4 Draw all outstanding trumps by cashing
the high Spades in-hand ♠AQ, West
♠5♦J, Dummy ♠64, East ♠J7.
T5-6 Cash the high clubs ♣AQ in-hand, West
♣64. Dummy ♣32 and East ♣85
T7 You now lead a low club ♣7 towards
dummy’s ♣KT.
If West shows out, rise with the ♣K and use
the ♣T to endplay East (whilst dropping a ♥2
loser from your Hand) What can East do? If
East leads a heart, the most you can lose is
one heart trick. If East leads a diamond,
giving you a ruff and discard, you know what
to do. Discard another heart ♥3 from your
hand, the shorter heart hand, and ruff in
dummy ♠8. With one heart remaining in your
hand the most you can lose is one heart trick.
You wind up losing a club, a diamond, and a
heart.
You win 7x♠+3x♣=10 tricks (extra Trump)
If West follows to the third club, finesse and
stick in the ♣T.
If the finesse wins, discard a heart ♥2 on the
♣K and then cross back to hand with trumps
and lead up to the ♥K trying for an overtrick!
If the finesse loses to the ♣Jxx with East,
(clubs broke 33), East is faced with a choice
of evils, leading a heart up to dummy’s king
or giving you a trick-costing ruff and discard.
Keep in mind you still have the ♣K in dummy
for a heart discard. You cannot lose this
contract regardless of who has the ♣J, as
long you take a safety-play finesse.
The full deal:

West leads ♦Q, dummy ♦8, East
winning the ♦A and from your hand ♦K.
East continues with the ♦7, you ruff inhand ♠2, West dropping ♦T and Dummy
♦9.

Plan the play.
After ruffing the diamond return and drawing
trumps, you have a 100% play to make your
contract. Did you spot it? It illustrates a
theme known as the “safety play finesse.”
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This Challenge hand was
adapted from a Brent Manley
article “Back up the bold
bidding”. Sourced from the
ACBL Bridge feed website. Link
to the original Article

Our Game of Bridge

T67
T8

Brent Manley

Challenge hand 2 - Solution

T9

T10
The Bidding:
You (South), pick up a nice shapely 19 Hcp,
but partner opens the bidding 1♣, and East
makes a weak jump overcall of 2♥. You force
with a 2♠ bid, which partner raises with a
limited 3♠. Unfazed by East’s weak jump
overcall, you pressed on with a Club Cue,
and partner co-operates with a Diamond cue.
You check keycards (you are cueing first or
second round cards) and partner shows
2+♠Q (he must have ♣A, ♠K) so you press
on to the slam 6♠.
West starts the defence with the ♥2 lead,
confirming that hearts are likely 6-3. What is
your plan for earning plus 980 on this board?
Preliminary Analysis
Winners: 5♠+1♥+2♦+3♣ = 10 Lots of work
Losers: no tops, maybe ♦
Strategies for 12 tricks
• The diamond finesse if ♦Q onside for 1 or
even 2 tricks
• Clubs may break 33 or take the finesse.
• If spades are 32, Ruff 2 hearts in hand
drawing trumps in dummy.

T11

T12

dummy, while East also parted with
hearts.
You then cashed the ♣KQ, everybody
following.
You then led ♣6 towards the dummy.
But West had to throw a heart!
Otherwise, you would have played the
♦AKx and another diamond to set up a
long diamond for his 12th trick. At this
point, you counted West for an original
4=3=4=2 shape and deduced that West
had one heart and four diamonds
remaining. You won the ♣A as East
followed,
With that in mind, you now ruffed a
heart ♥4 to hand ♠3 extracting Wests
last heart.
You now and played a ♦3 diamond to
the ♦K in Dummy.
Then a low diamond ♦4 toward your
hand, intending to cover whatever
East’s card cheaply. When East
produced the ♦9, you covered it with the
♦J. West won with the ♦Q.
West was end played, and then had to
lead away from the ♦Tx into your ♦A8.

Note that if West had followed to the third
club with three low cards, and East with two
low ones, declarer intended to rise with the
♣A. In that case, if East dropped the ♣J,
declarer would have cashed the ♣T and
taken the diamond finesse for an overtrick. If,
instead, it turned out that West still held the
♣J, his original distribution would have been
4=3=2=4. In that case, Diamonds are 33 and
declarer would have made certain of three
diamond tricks by cashing the ♦AK before
leading a low diamond towards his ♦J8 .
The full deal:

Your Solution
T1 West starts the defence with the ♥2
lead, you win the first trick with the ♥A.
T25 You drew all four rounds of trumps,
♠KQAJ throwing a low heart from the
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Brent Manley

Challenge hand 3 – Solution

The Bidding
You (South) pick up a good 17hcp hand with 6
good spades, so you open the bidding 1♠.
Partner responds 1NT (some limited values, but
not 3 spades). You stretch with a jump to 3♠ (6+♠
and reversing strength) and partner raises you to
game in 4♠.
West leads the ♦Q against your spade game.
What is your plan for taking 10 tricks?
Preliminary Analysis
Winners: 5-6x♠+2x♦+2x♣ = 9-10 tricks
Losers: 2♥ & maybe 3rd ♥ and maybe ♠Q
Strategies for 10th trick
1. The ♠Q could drop on the ♠AK cash.
2. East could have ♠Q and can be finessed using
the 2 club entry finesses.
3. Try & ruff a heart in dummy with the short
spades. The defenders will switch spades for
you which may pick up the ♠Q.
4. East could have ♥AK, and you could leadup to
the ♥Q twice via club entries.
Your Solution
You as declarer, counted nine sure winners – five
trumps and the four tops in the minors. A 10 th
could come if East had started with the queen of
trumps, but that was at best, only a 50% chance,
even if one discounted the possibility of minorsuit ruffs.
Declarer decided that a better approach was to
try to ruff a heart in dummy. Obviously, leading a
heart from hand would succeed only if West were
forced to win on both heart leads – an unlikely
situation. If East could gain the lead twice – much
more likely – he could lead trumps twice without
sacrificing his side’s trump trick (if West held the
guarded queen).

Our Game of Bridge
Declarer had such a possibility in mind, so his
plan was to combine options 3&4. Lead up to his
♥Q but was more likely way to get a ♥ ruff.
You win West’s ♦Q lead, ♦3, ♦4 with the ♦K
in-hand.
T3 You then crossed to dummy with a small
club ♣6, east’s ♣2, to your ♣K, and West’s
♣T.
T4 You now led a small heart ♥2 off dummy
towards his hidden hand. East rose with the
♥A, ♥4, ♥5.
T5 East then exited a low trump ♠2 to stop the
likely heart ruff in dummy and Declarer took
this in hand with the ♠A, ♠5, ♠3.
T6 You then crossed back to dummy with
another club ♣8, East’s ♣3 your ♣A, and
West’s ♣Q.
T7 You then lead the dummy’s last heart ♥3.
This would have been a winning play if East
had had both the ♥AK along with two low
trumps. Instead, East just followed with ♥J,
West took your ♥Q with the ♥K.
T8 West could not profitably continue with a
trump without sacrificing his winning ♠Q.
Out of clubs, so West exited with another
diamond ♦J, dummy’s ♦5, East’s ♦9 with no
diamond ruff available to the defence, you
won with the ♦K.
T9 You lead your losing ♥6 from hand and ruff
this with the remaining trump, ♠8 in dummy
as EW follow with hearts.
T10. You re-entered your hand by ruffing a
diamond ♦6 back to hand with a middle
trump ♠9. This looks safer re-entry than a
club, as West has played ♣TQ.
T11+ You then cashed the ♠K and conceded a
trick to West’s high ♠Q when they broke 23.
But you made your contract of 4♠.
T1

Notice that declarer’s approach would have succeeded
any time there was no defensive ruff and trumps were
3-2. Had trumps been 4-1 with West, West could have
continued with a second trump without cost.
The full deal:
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